Analysis of what most likely really did happen in Washington DC on January 6th.
Using Ockham’s Razor and Common-Sense let’s look at what happened and what we’ve been told and make sense of it
all.
Everyone, including the usual alternative media talking-heads, some of whom are ex-military, have been unable to
figure out what really happened in Washington on January 6th 2021.
President Trump asked patriots to come en masse to Washington DC to show their support for him, and so he could
explain, from behind bullet-proof shielding, details of how the election had been fraudulently stolen from him, to try to
fraudulently elect the Chicom (CCP) bought and paid for traitor Joe Biden as president.
They also needed lots of people there as cover for the military operation. Subsequently, after Trump had safely given his
damning speech, angry people invaded the Capitol Building with the assistance and guidance of the DC Police.
Whilst everyone on both sides is playing the blame the other side game, the reality is this: It was a military covert
special operations action against the Demonrat-Communist Deep-State traitors, politicians who are bought and paid
for by Communist China and The Vatican Crown Corporation.
All the pieces of the jigsaw fell into place when they announced that Nancy Pelosi’s and between 12 and 20 other
Demonrats’ laptops had been seized, during the invasion of the Capitol Building.
We saw video footage of the DC Cops escorting five white mini-buses, that we were told contained BlantifaM agents,
into the area and that the DC Cops let them into the Capitol Building and guided them upstairs, and round corners to
wherever they wanted them to go.
There is other video footage of a group of people simultaneously smashing the glass in a set of wooden windowed
double-doors, that were barricaded behind with chairs, and a young female Trump supporter trying to climb through
the right-hand door window that had had the glass broken and removed, and her being shot by a man standing on the
left behind the doors.
There are then various videos analyzing the video footage; some claiming she wasn’t really killed and it was all an act.
Others claiming they were BlantifaM dressed as Trump supporters.
Let’s now look at this from a military operation standpoint. To get the spec-ops troops into the Capitol Building to seize
those laptops, you would not want them in uniform forcing their way into the building at gunpoint and being in a firefight with the DC Cops.
So, how did they do it, to ensure that they absolutely could not fail to achieve their objective: they created a diversion,
like magicians do. They make you watch their left hand, whilst they do the trick with their right hand.
Here’s what probably REALLY happened: Either the DC Cops are absolutely corrupt and working against their oaths to
the Constitution and the President by helping BlantifaM, or the five white minibuses contained spec-ops troops dressed
as BlantifaM agents, whom the DC Cops assisted in gaining entrance to seize the laptops, whilst, on the left hand,
Trump Supporters, and remember the young lady was a military 14 year veteran with high security-clearance, created
a diversion, so all eyes were on them, and kept on them because of the shooting of a young woman, instead of the right
hand spec-ops force, who were there to seize the incriminating Demonrat laptops. Whilst the Demonrats were plotting
the final act of their coup to install the traitor Joe Biden as president-elect and reveal EVERY traitor in both political
parties that are really only the two wings of the same bird of prey.
Time will tell whether the laptops were really seized or not, but it is reported that Nancy Pelosi has claimed her laptop
was stolen, and has been reminded that it does not belong to her, but to the nation.
I rest my case.
Muad’Dib / Christ.

